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SUPERVlSOR'S RECOMMENDATION

Nové Hrady, 17.1.2010

To Whom it may concern

Jaroslava Kohoutová joint my group in 2004, at this time I employed here as a highly-
qualified university trained laboratory technician to get the molecular biology lab of my group
set up, and it was indeed a difficult task, as she was practically the only one in my group with
real experiences in molecular biology at that time. After setting up the lab she got more and
more involved in the actual research and decided in 2006 to immatriculate in the PhD study
program in plant physiology at the Science faculty in České Budějovice, a decision I very
much supported as from the very beginning it was clear to me, that she has much higher
ambitions than only to conduct "ordered" research. And indeed, she managed very well the
PhD- study program and the research aim within, while the whole time still being a full time
research employee ofthe Center ofBioctalysis and Biotransformation.

According to my assesment, Jaroslava Kohoutova was a very good student, extremely quick
in grasping the concepts and ideas. I found her a skilled researcher with strong theoretical
background and a very clear mind about the aims and objective of her research. I am high1y
impressed and pleased with her research performance, dedication and devotion to work. She
has a highly cooperative and helping attitude towards her colleagues and other fellows. I am
sure that her research, presented in the submitted thesis, will convince the reviewers and the
doctoral comission that Jaroslava Kohoutova fullfills all demands needed for a succesfull
defence of her doctoral thesi s, and for my side, I can clearly recommend her for being awarded
the PhD-degree.
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